Edge intelligence and, by extension, any distributed computing continuum system will bring to our future society a plethora of new and useful applications, which will certainly revolutionize our way of living. Nevertheless, managing these systems challenges all previously developed technologies for Internet-distributed systems. In this regard, this article presents a set of techniques and concepts that can help manage these systems; these are framed in the main paradigm for autonomic computing, the well-known monitor–analyze–plan–execute over shared knowledge, or MAPE-K. All in all, this article aims at unveiling research opportunities for these new systems, encouraging the community to work together toward new technologies to make edge intelligence a reality.

Internet-distributed systems are undergoing transcendent changes. More than a decade ago, the emergence of cloud computing was seen as the architecture and future for all Internet-distributed systems. In general, it has produced excellent solutions and substantial business opportunities. However, this hegemony is now changing. Several reasons are driving this paradigm shift; some clear examples follow. First, cloud computing’s distance to data generation [the Internet of Things (IoT) or the edge of the network] heavily impacts applications’ latency and network congestion. Second, cloud clusters are single points of failure for applications, given their monolithic and centralized architecture. And third, there is an increasing concern for data privacy, which is stored in data centers far from the control of their owners.

To solve the shortcomings of cloud computing, the current emerging paradigm is integrating edge computing and cloud computing. Furthermore, it is merging all computational tiers to develop a computing fabric that gets the best out of each tier. This promised paradigm, named the distributed computing continuum, brings many new opportunities and challenges. In brief, it promises to improve all of the shortcomings of cloud computing by letting applications use their most suited computational resources. However, this implies that this new computational milieu, or computing fabric, can adapt and reconfigure itself to provide such a service.

In parallel, cloud computing is embracing a new trend, named serverless computing. This alleviates all infrastructure management from application developers. Hence, all responsibility is on the infrastructure side, which is managed transparently for the application. In such situations, the infrastructure is adaptive to the dynamic needs of applications. This trend also needs to be embraced at the edge; alleviating the infrastructure management from the application is essential to enable the distributed computing continuum. Otherwise, the complexity that the application developer needs to tackle is massive. The characteristics of the edge tier give this complexity; nevertheless, the combination of the different tiers amplifies its scale and significance. Further, using machine learning (ML) and/or AI components at the edge hardens application requirements in all terms: the amount of data to manage is drastically increased, the communication latency allowed is minimal, or the hardware requirements are...
much more specific. Simply put, AI/ML at the edge boosts the overall system complexity.

In the following sections, we describe the characteristics of edge computing that pose challenges in the development of a self-adaptive distributed computing continuum paradigm. We differentiate three types of characteristics: core characteristics, which stem from the definition of distributed computing continuum systems (DCCSs); specific characteristics, which further describe the specific behavior of a core characteristic; and derived characteristics, which arise from the aggregation of the two previous ones. Figure 1 shows a schema of the discussed types with the specific instantiation for DCCSs.

**CORE CHARACTERISTICS**

- **Geographic distribution**: This is a core characteristic of DCCSs. The computational milieu is physically distributed across the space. In other words, any computational resource that can eventually reach the network is part of it. This heterogeneity typically leads to an uneven distribution of resources, which can hinder performance, availability, or maintenance. Last, the geographic distribution also imposes different network characteristics across the computational resources, including security/privacy aspects and latency constraints.

- **Large scale**: This is a core characteristic of these systems. They comprise many resources and provide service to many users. In this regard, the scale must be considered in the design, and only methodologies that can scale accordingly to the application needs should be applied.

- **Multitenant and multiproprietary**: These are core characteristics of these systems, as computational resources will need to be shared in this emerging paradigm. Otherwise, each application would require its infrastructure, and this is entirely unsustainable. Further, each part of the computational fabric can have different owners, which brings heterogeneity at the business level as well as possible vendor locks and incompatibilities between resources. Hence, this requires open methodologies that allow all involved stakeholders to cooperate and attend.

- **Open system**: Open system is a core characteristic of DCCSs, which are affected by external agents and the state of the external environment. Imagine other systems competing or blocking resources or network connections, being jammed due to special events. Hence, they also demand high resilience and adaptive capacity against external and unexpected situations.
making security and privacy first-class aspects of these systems.

- **Heterogeneity:** This is the last identified core characteristic. The range of different computing resources on the distributed computing continuum is immense: from single-board computers or small controllers to high-performance computers or quantum computers. Heterogeneity poses great challenges in distributing tasks over resources. However, it is also an asset for the efficient usage of infrastructure. Heterogeneity is not only in terms of capabilities but also in terms of limitations and constraints. Hence, each specific resource needs to be managed considering its specific constraints, such as a limited energy budget or intermittent connectivity. Further, it challenges the privacy and security aspects of the systems. However, heterogeneity has another facet: there is heterogeneity in data types, frameworks, and middlewares across the computational fabric.

### SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS

- **Mobile:** This characteristic specifies that, within the heterogeneity of devices, some operate in mobility, which changes the standard view on computing infrastructures. As a consequence, these devices might become unavailable due to network connectivity problems or battery exhaustion. On the positive side, mobility enables the relocation of a computing resource to gain network access or to provide computing resources in an isolated area. In any case, mobility requires dynamic topologies and architectures, as resources that were in one place with specific features can move and offer a dynamic quality of service (QoS).

### DERIVED CHARACTERISTICS

- **Decentralization:** The previous characteristics (geographic distribution and large scale) preclude centralized architectures. Further, decentralization is needed to benefit from the advantages of edge computing; otherwise, the same issues found in cloud computing will eventually arise. Decentralization poses challenges to resource orchestration and communication, given that decisions and messages derived from these processes need to be efficiently spread and managed across the components without a central entity.

- **Spontaneity:** Spontaneity comes from the combination of an open system with a multitenant/multiproprietary organization, and it is further accentuated by the mobility of some infrastructure components. In general, the components of the computing fabric can connect and disconnect unexpectedly. There can be many reasons for this spontaneous behavior; in any case, it hinders the optimal usage of resources, and, further, it risks the general performance of applications as well as the overall security of the system. This brings another dimension to the system’s dynamism: beyond the application, users, and environment, now the infrastructure is also dynamic. Therefore, resilient mechanisms to address spontaneity are of utmost importance.

- **Highly interconnected:** This characteristic is derived from the geographical distribution, decentralization, large scale, and multitenant/multiproprietary characteristics. Devices are entangled to provide a specific service; hence, their interconnected dependencies complicate the ability to understand influences between them. This can result in unexpected behavior and a cascade of failures if it is not managed correctly. However, if well managed, this feature can provide robustness to the system, as it can be a source of redundancy.

- **Dynamic:** Several of the previous characteristics, such as spontaneity, have explicitly mentioned that the distributed computing continuum is dynamic. Nevertheless, due to its significant difference from cloud computing systems, which are mostly static, we have also included this characteristic separately. This dynamic infrastructure behavior is novel for Internet-distributed systems, and it requires a new set of methods and techniques to enable and embrace this dynamism.

- **Complexity:** This last characteristic of the distributed computing continuum can be considered a consequence of all of the previous ones. However, its connotations on the system can produce severe phenomena. Three main issues need to be highlighted: (1) Small differences in the system’s features can lead to very different scenarios, which means that making decisions without properly considering the entire system can be dangerous. (2) Failures can propagate in a cascade mode, making it costly to solve them reactively once they start propagating. (3) Understanding the system’s internal logic and relations can be sophisticated and require specific tools and methods.
This discussion shows, from a high-level perspective, the complexity that the distributed computing continuum and, consequently, the edge need to manage to enable applications that fulfill their expected requirements. Furthermore, threats exist inside and outside traditional network boundaries, and establishing trustworthiness in the distributed computing continuum is among the core challenges that should be addressed. Finally, we aim to highlight that the challenge is massive, and we only foresee one way to achieve it: bringing self-adaptive intelligence to the computing fabric. This is the only way to enable general edge intelligence.

In the “Vision” section, the overall vision for DCCSs is presented. Then, in the “Techniques” section, the candidate techniques to be part of the presented vision are explained and discussed. Finally, the last section presents this work’s conclusions.

**VISION**

The challenges to benefiting from DCCSs are massive. Fortunately, we do not need to start from scratch. This work takes as a baseline the current autonomic cloud computing and aims to show our vision on how to build a framework to manage DCCSs. In this regard, this work leverages the monitor–analyze–plan–execute over shared knowledge (MAPE-K) cycle as a basis for structuring the relations between the different pieces that will enable the transformation from autonomic cloud computing to self-adaptive DCCSs.

Self-adaptive intelligence refers to those intelligence traits that allow adaptive and efficient behavior in systems inhabiting the distributed computing continuum. Hence, we are looking at self-adaptive systems—in this context, their management typically follows the MAPE-K schema. In its basic form, it consists of five blocks:

- **Monitoring** is in charge of interacting with the sensors and processing the obtained data.
- **Analyze** aims at understanding the current situation and needs of the system being managed.
- **Plan** develops the required actions to be performed to keep all requirements satisfied.
- **Execute** interacts with the actuators of the managed system to modify those necessary aspects of the system.
- **Knowledge**, which is represented as a shared block, provides to the others the insights required to complete their tasks.

This schema, compared to the classic control loop, provides a clear separation between the managing system and the managed system and better modularity capabilities due to its block definition. Further, **monitor-analyze-plan-execute** are connected, although not always sequentially related, which means that monitor could send data to plan without the intervention of analyze. The original MAPE-K schema can be observed in Figure 2.

However, we argue here the need to build on top of this schema to make it suitable for DCCSs. First, the environment, as one of the primary sources of uncertainty, needs to be explicitly managed. This requirement is already highlighted in this survey by Krupitzer et al. from a general perspective. Hence, we add to the managing system the capability to use sensors and actuators from the managed system to influence the environment, as depicted in Figure 2.

Second, systems are large scale and complex; hence, we must highlight the need to learn from runtime experience explicitly. In general, the learning feature is assumed to be within the **analyze** block; however, given the advances in ML techniques and their suitability, we argue that it is important to incorporate a **learn** block. In general, the distributed learning technique selected will set requirements for the managing system that need to be carefully incorporated. Hence, adding this block sets them up front and ensures that the learning is feasible.

Finally, there are several architectural solutions for distributed systems following the MAPE-K schema, and we are not yet in the position of providing a final architecture, or representation, for DCCSs. Further, we question if the concept of architecture, which relates to something static, properly fits the computing fabric or if we need a new type of abstraction to represent these emerging systems. Regardless of how they are represented, we are convinced that any system will be at least partially distributed. Hence, due to the massive amount of data and their heterogeneity, a **communicate** block needs to be added to the managing system to ensure that the techniques and methods used for communication are in line with the system’s capabilities. Within this context, **communicate** is foreseen as a vital block to enforce security and privacy policies in a distributed, large-scale, and heterogeneous system. Furthermore, one should notice that neither the **communicate** nor **learn** blocks are explicitly connected to any of the original MAPE-K blocks. They are conceptualized as the knowledge block, which any of the others can leverage. This allows any block to use learning techniques to improve its performance, reliability, etc. Similarly, communication can be used by any block to communicate with another system.

The MAPE-K schema, even with the proposed conceptual modifications, is very general and can be...
applied to any system. Hence, the key is not solely on the general schema but on the conceptualization and development of each block to match the needs of the distributed computing continuum. In this regard, we can take an evolutionary perspective to understand how systems are conditioned to the characteristics of their environment. In general, systems inhabiting a specific environment are local models of it, which means that, by observing the system, one can understand its environment’s characteristics. Further, systems that persist are the ones optimally modeling their local environment.

We have already started to provide some intuitions on how these systems could behave, as introduced in Dustdar et al. However, considering that it is in the hands of our community to develop these new DCCSs, it is of utmost importance to develop them and, consequently, each block of the managing system by understanding and taking into consideration all environment characteristics.

**TECHNIQUES**

In this section, we analyze promising techniques for developing DCCSs, providing their description, their relations with the challenges described, and their mapping to the MAPE-K cycle as well as, finally, showcasing an example of their applicability. More importantly, the techniques are organized incrementally from those that would provide an evolution from the cloud computing model to the simplest cloud–edge model, until a complete aggregation provides a fully autonomous and self-adaptive DCCS. Figure 3 presents how the phases and associated candidate techniques incrementally help solve our ambitions for these systems.

**Incorporate Edge Computing**

Our first ambition is to incorporate edge computing into the baseline. This does not aim to solve all challenges presented before but to set the basics of the system we are building, i.e., cloud computing, edge computing, and the MAPE-K cycle. The three following techniques (Figure 4) are candidates to enable the transition from an autonomic cloud system to a system that jointly leverages cloud and edge resources. Consider that, in this case, the techniques presented are complementary.

**Deep Service-Level Objectives (DeepSLOs)**

SLOs are commonly used in cloud computing to develop agreements between users and cloud service providers, named service-level agreements. In general, SLOs target low-level metrics of the cloud infrastructure, and they specify a range of values or a set of thresholds in which the requirements are considered satisfied. Recently, we
have been working on the conceptualization\textsuperscript{18} and use of high-level metrics for cloud SLOs\textsuperscript{19,20} to better align cloud users and providers and to bring informed and precise elasticity strategies to the cloud.

From these concepts, we foresee an extension of SLOs toward a hierarchically structured set of SLOs, named DeepSLOs, where the lower layers of a DeepSLO consist of SLOs mapping low-level requirements, such as CPU or memory usage, and, as we move to higher layers of the DeepSLO, the abstraction level of the requirements is equally increased, such as cost efficiency. These bring several features to DCCSs: 1) A single DeepSLO can be in charge of an autonomic component of the system, providing objectives and elasticity strategies at different levels of abstraction. 2) There exist internal relations between the SLOs at the same level of abstraction (horizontal) and also between different levels (vertical). In general, relations aim at describing causal behaviors. However, vertical relations also incorporate purpose due to the increase in abstraction. 3) A complete DCCS can be described with a set of DeepSLOs connected at the highest level of abstraction. This way, they can share the main objectives, and, as information goes down toward lower abstraction levels, each component can address them according to its intrinsic needs and capabilities.

> **Challenges addressed:** DeepSLOs are conceptualized to handle several characteristics of the distributed computing continuum, such as its geographical distribution, decentralization, large scale, and heterogeneity. The hierarchical
structure of DeepSLOs enforces an aggregation of data toward higher level system metrics, providing a structured schema to deal with heterogeneous data at lower levels and ensuring homogeneity at top levels. Further, several DeepSLOs can be connected only through their top-level abstraction to manage an entire application. Both their structure and capacity to connect top-level metrics provide means to tackle the decentralization and the geographical distribution of DCCSs.

Components of MAPE-K: Regarding its relation with the MAPE-K schema (see Figure 4), DeepSLOs are focused on the monitor block, given their ability to keep track of system metrics at all levels. Further, they also provide the required knowledge regarding the aggregation and abstraction of the metrics needed to reach all of the necessary abstraction levels. DeepSLOs are also linked with the communication block, as they define the data that have to be communicated among different entities to ensure the proper management of the entire system. Finally, in cloud computing, each SLO is usually associated with an elasticity strategy; given an SLO violation, the elasticity strategy is triggered. However, in this new paradigm that we are discussing, several SLOs might be simultaneously violated, and the possible elasticity strategies and their consequences belong to a much larger space. Therefore, we assume the need for specific techniques in the other blocks to deal with this second feature of typical cloud SLOs. In other words, we decouple the elasticity strategies of the system from the SLOs, given that it might not be a one-to-one relation as it is now.

Operational Equilibrium
This is a novel concept forced by the inclusion of cloud systems in edge computing. SLOs and, by extension, DeepSLOs are driven through thresholds that generally are fixed and are only changed if the application being managed undergoes important changes. However, in the distributed computing continuum paradigm, where the underlying infrastructure is dynamic, we claim that these thresholds also depend on its current configuration. Simply put, the thresholds managing the elasticity strategy of an inference function in the cloud have to be different from those for the same inference function at the edge. Hence, the operational equilibrium allows us to describe and adjust a set of thresholds managing the SLOs’ behavior according to the infrastructure configuration. Now, the infrastructure’s behavior depends not only on the application requirements but also on the same infrastructure where it is deployed.

Challenges addressed: The operation equilibrium is a needed concept to ease the management of dynamic and heterogeneous systems. Further, the operational equilibrium can be leveraged at any scale or abstraction level of the system. The expected behavior of the system, which is embedded in the operational equilibrium, can be defined through SLOs, and these can have different levels of abstraction. Hence, the operational equilibrium can aggregate lower abstractions, such as CPU usage, and higher level abstractions. The key is its capacity to tailor the SLOs to the dynamism and heterogeneity of the underlying infrastructure.

Components of MAPE-K: Concerning the MAPE-K schema, this concept falls into the analyze block,
as it can evaluate the state of the system given its behavior and current configuration. Intuitively, the operational equilibrium can be imagined as a composed signal that summarizes the system status but that takes into account its current configuration.

### Elasticity Strategies

The capacity of cloud computing to adjust the resources provisioned to each specific workload accordingly to its specific needs is called elasticity. Elasticity (together with its business model) has been the enabler of the cloud computing success. There are many works on cloud computing and elasticity. Even though there has been some work aiming at modeling elasticity to provide a more formal basis, current solutions are generally practical. Hence, they are able to elastically manage the cloud without the need for a model. In a previous work, we developed a language to connect the three elasticity axes (resources, quality, and cost) with their associated elasticity strategies.

All of this falls short for the distributed computing continuum. In cloud computing, there are mainly three elasticity strategies—scaling vertically or horizontally or migrating a task—but the complexity of the distributed computing continuum calls for a more fine-grained definition of elasticity strategies, which are able to actually change the behavior and architecture of the system. Simply put, some tasks and responsibilities can be moved from the cloud to the edge or vice versa, implying a modification of network connections and other components of the system to accommodate such change. Further, the complexity of the distributed computing continuum requires a precise model of the system able to predict the system’s change caused by an elasticity strategy. In this regard, there is work on proactively applying elasticity strategies based on ML models. Otherwise, a reactive and nonmodeled action can produce unexpected and unwanted consequences in the system. In this regard, we see the need for modeling elasticity strategies as functions that modify the structure and configuration of the system, providing predictions about the system’s behavior.

- **Challenges addressed:** Model-based and proactive elasticity strategies are required to cope with distributed computing continuum complexity. Developing this technique for a decentralized, spontaneous, and open system is challenging but crucial to achieving similar success to cloud computing.
- **Components of MAPE-K:** The elasticity strategies for distributed computing continuum are in the execute block (see Figure 4), given that they are in charge of applying the selected elasticity strategy.

### Summary—Techniques for a Cloud Evolution

DeepSLOs, equilibrium, and elasticity are inherited from cloud computing and are envisioned as the first required evolution for DCCSs. These three techniques have clear interfaces between them. DeepSLOs are in charge of the structure and relations between the system components, setting the right hooks for the application and its underlying infrastructure. The operational equilibrium is simply a conceptual twist on the SLO definition, which enables different SLO descriptions according to the relation between the infrastructure and the deployed application component. Finally, the elasticity strategies for DCCSs are more complex and diverse than in cloud computing, and hence, they require a model and proactive behavior.

### Structured View on DCCSs

Our second ambition is to find an adequate structure for edge–cloud autonomic systems. A proper system (or ecosystem) organization is needed to benefit from all components and their relations. Hence, once we have added the cloud and edge components, our second ambition is to deal with some of the challenges by benefiting from a meaningful system structure. In this regard, the following techniques (Figure 5) intend to overcome some of the aforementioned challenges; e.g., the Markov blanket provides separation capabilities to limit the system scale. Two of them, the Markov blanket and graphical knowledge representation (GKR), focus on the actual representation and structure of the system, while semantic communication aims at making these structures viable without the overhead of a communication overlay. These techniques can integrate with each other to provide a structured model for DCCSs.

### Markov Blanket

In Bayesian statistics, a Markov blanket allows the value of a variable to be inferred. Hence, it consists of a set of variables that provide enough information to infer the value of another one. When the variable to be inferred is represented in a Bayesian network as a directed acyclic graph, its Markov blanket is formed by its parents, children, and the other parents of its children. Then, the variable to be inferred is statistically dependent only on its Markov blanket and is statistically independent of all the rest.

An ontological perspective is given to the Markov blanket in the context of the free energy principle (FEP). Given the Markov blanket of “anything,” Hipolito et al.
use the Markov blanket’s property of the statistical independence of a variable with respect to all others to mathematically develop the concept of the separation of a thing with respect to its environment. From this perspective, Hipolito et al.\textsuperscript{32} define four types of variables: those internal to the Markov blanket, which establish the system state; those nodes that belong to the Markov blanket influenced by external variables and affecting the inner states, which are the sensory states; those nodes also belonging to the Markov blanket influenced by the internal states and that can influence the external states, which are the action states; and, finally, the external variables or environment.

- Challenges addressed: This latter view on the Markov blanket provides a taxonomy of components for any adaptive system enabling modularity and a formal separation of components through conditional independence. This allows us to formally model the interactions with the environment, enhancing the tools to deal with open systems. Further, a Markov blanket is not linked to a precise granularity, which means that the Markov blanket can be built over different scales of the system, providing the same structure and allowing the usage of the same techniques. Both modularity and this capacity to adjust to the required scale are aligned with the large scale and decentralization characteristics of the distributed computing continuum, providing different lenses with which to analyze the system at the most convenient scale. Simply put, it is possible to only focus on those components that are influencing the part of the system under analysis, greatly alleviating the system's scale issue.

- Components of MAPE-K: The relation of the Markov blanket with the MAPE-K loop of Figure 2 is twofold. On the one side, it is part of the knowledge, as it embeds a system’s representation. Hence, all other blocks can use such knowledge to find relations and dependencies between components of the system. On the other side, it can be part of the analyze block. The Markov blanket probabilistic concept enables one to obtain state variables without the need for a direct observation, which is fundamental when dealing with higher level abstractions and decentralized systems.

**FIGURE 5.** Techniques for the structured view on DCCS ambition with their relation to MAPE-K and the characteristics of the edge.

**GKR**

GKR is a visualized representation of knowledge extracted from raw data and structured as a graph with their entities and relations.\textsuperscript{33} In general, the quality of the representation is based on the ability to generalize the knowledge.\textsuperscript{34} Most of the traditional approaches use GRK for data analytics in cloud computing, such as knowledge representation and ontology engineering\textsuperscript{35,36} or monitoring system performance.\textsuperscript{37,38} In contrast, it can also help control the systems and their resources\textsuperscript{39,40} given that GKR simplifies the decision making of systems and provides a fast response. Further, it can also inspect the uncovered constraints in the systems.\textsuperscript{41}

- Challenges addressed: The ability of GKR, as a tool, to inspect faults, gaps, and flows in systems\textsuperscript{39} helps address decentralized, complex, and distributed systems. Further, it can also be used in common tasks for DCCSs, such as...
scheduling, using the functional dependencies based on the local and global geometry in networks. Further, the knowledge extracted from the GKR also identifies the resources’ availability and improves its usability efficiency. Hence, it can enhance the predictability of the system and provide tools to deal with uncertainty. Last, GKR is sensitive to rare faults, which can be helpful when managing large-scale systems.

- **Components of MAPE-K**: The GKR is envisioned as part of the knowledge and analysis blocks in the MAPE-K schema (Figure 2). On the knowledge block, due to its ability to keep track of functional dependencies and the availability of resources, information can be helpful for any other block. GKR’s capabilities to detect faults and inspect flows are part of the needs within the analysis block.

**Semantic Communication**

This technique is seen as a required evolution from Shannon’s communication ideas, where the focus is no longer on accurately reproducing the transmitter’s data in the receiver, which is currently taken for granted, but on enriching the data with meaningful information for the receiver to better process and understand the information received. The simplest example of semantic communication is adding a timestamp to the data, allowing the receiver to decide how to process it according to its freshness. Semantic communication requires incorporating encoders and decoders to extract the information embedded inside the message. Our intuition sets this technique as a way to embed system status information in the messages sent by components, preventing the need to develop an entire managing network overlay for DCCSs.

- **Challenges addressed**: Semantic communication is a technique that can provide solutions to the geographic distribution and decentralization of these systems, enabling an enriched communication capacity that prevents the need to develop an overlay communication for the system. Further, it also fits with the system’s dynamic behavior, as the enriched information can reach the complete topology of the system even if it is not fixed, as it leverages the application messages to convey the information.

- **Components of MAPE-K**: Regarding Figure 2, where the MAPE-K schema is represented, semantic communication relates to the communication block. This capacity of enriching the communication’s information requires the development of specific components able to encode and decode that information.

**Summary—Structured View on DCCS**

The techniques selected to structure the DCCS have different perspectives. The Markov blanket technique aims at providing a fixed ontological structure to any component of the system, regardless of its granularity. Further, it offers causal filtering to the system; i.e., it identifies the influencing components enabling a precise focus on the needed ones. GKR is a set of tools that can be used to obtain the Markov blankets describing the system, and also, through its analysis, they can help detect rare faults and gaps in the system. Finally, semantic communication adds the capability to all of these components to communicate state information, creating a virtual overlay of communication that can be used by techniques, such as the DeepSLO, to extract the required data to evaluate the state of the system.

**Make Complex Decisions**

This third ambition provides the organized DCCS with the capability of making complex decisions. With the techniques introduced here (Figure 6), we expect that the system will be able to predict, to a certain extent, the behavior of its components and relations, including the environment. Hence, we are going beyond basic thresholds from SLO based decision making. As an example, the last technique presented is causal inference, which is mostly focused on the relations between system components and can be used to forecast interventions and counterfactuals.

**Generative Models**

A generative model is a statistical model of a joint distribution of variables. Simply put, it is a model for the environment or complex components of the system, which can be only partially observable. Generative adversarial networks (GANs); variational autoencoders; or even energy-based approaches, such as the one introduced by Zhang et al.; can produce generative models but require a training period. Further, in the case of GANs, their training also requires...
developing another deep network model able to discriminate whether its input is from a GAN or is real. Hence, in general, the training of these models is complex and unstable. Nevertheless, they are achieving great success in image generation and other fields, such as learning from imitation.

Another type of generative model is based on Markov chains, and they have been successfully used in the cloud environment. For instance, they can be used to model cloud workloads through a Markovian arrival process, which is an extension of continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs). Further, several works use Markov decision processes (MDPs) to model the elasticity characteristics of cloud computing. Naskos et al. model horizontal elasticity through MDPs to obtain a quantitative runtime verification of the elasticity decisions. Similarly, Ai et al. develop a CTMC model to evaluate the elasticity behavior of cloud platforms. Also, in the context of self-adaptive systems, Moreno et al. develop a model for an intensive computing system, such as cloud computing, where adaptation decisions, which can be understood as elastic strategies, are analyzed and decided using an MDP that models the adaptation process.

Challenges addressed: DCCSs are open, interconnected, complex, and dynamic. Hence, developing models to grasp their behavior is difficult. Further, the impossibility of observing all variables due to decentralization, geographical distribution, or just because the environment cannot be completely observed limits the capacity of developing models. Nevertheless, generative models are a unique opportunity to predict the system components’ behavior through the viable observations and take actions consequently.

Components of MAPE-K: Generative models produce knowledge for the managing system. Hence, their relation with the MAPE-K schema (Figure 2) is straightforward, as they belong to the knowledge block.

Causal Inference
Causal inference is devoted to describing the causal relations between a set of variables. Discovering causal relations or discovering why certain events occur has always been part of the core of human nature. Thanks to the work of Pearl and Mackenzie’s causal inference has a mathematical framework that allows the unveiling of causal relations between variables from data. However, observational data are not usually enough to provide causal knowledge. Hence, experiments are required to extract complete causal knowledge. To be precise, in Pearl and Mackenzie’s book, three causal rungs are described, from observational to counterfactual, which present different types of causal queries. In this regard, the higher the rung is, the more complex the required data are.

In general, this knowledge is represented as a causal graph. These are an evolution from Bayesian probabilistic representations, in which the relation between two nodes models cause and effect. Further, deep learning approaches are also being developed to make use of causal relations to help to model situations.

In the distributed computing continuum, causal inference can help solve several issues: 1) Monitoring can be driven by causal inference, ensuring that only the relevant aspects of the system are tracked. 2) Anomalies can be tracked to their causal roots by exploiting a causal graph. 3) Elasticity strategies can be analyzed before being used due to the capability of causal inference to analyze how an action can affect the system.

Challenges addressed: Causal inference is a technique that will allow understanding of the reasons for events happening in the system, even if the system is complex and highly interconnected.
Further, it is able to anticipate how the system or the environment will respond to certain actions or events, providing a causal rationale for existing models.

Components of MAPE-K: In the MAPE-K schema, from Figure 2, causal inference is part of the knowledge and analysis blocks, given that, from one side, causal graphs store information about the system relations, and causal inference can analyze runtime situations and actions.

Summary—Make Complex Decisions
For this ambition, we have selected two techniques. We highlighted generative models as techniques that are able to model the behavior of the system’s components. Most of the techniques take probabilistic approaches, including the usage of deep neural networks, such as GANs, or different types of Markov chains. Causal inference also takes a probabilistic approach, focusing more on the relations between system components. Hence, by combining both and leveraging the developed structure of the system, we can have an optimized organization with prediction capabilities for all components and relations.

THE METAMODEL
The fourth ambition aims at abstracting the DCCSs beyond their components and relations, developing the capacity to consider the system as an entity with overarching goals beyond optimizing the performance of a specific component (Figure 7). This brings the opportunity to make decisions and policies system-wide, which, in turn, will be applied accordingly by the system components. Hence, we envision here the opportunity to challenge key issues such as system efficiency and sustainability.

FEP
From cognitive science, while studying the brain as a complex adaptive system, it was found that the system followed the FEP. Further studies have shown the applicability of the FEP spread to any complex adaptive system. During the last few years, the momentum achieved by this research has been huge—and not free of critique, due to claims about generalization and the lack of precise applicability. In any case, it is a research line that is relevant to DCCSs.

In brief, the FEP states that an adaptive system always minimizes the difference between the expected observation of its environment and the obtained observation. Hence, a system that behaves as stated in the FEP will improve its knowledge of the environment, reducing the gap between its internal model of the environment and the actual environment by comparing an expected observation to the obtained one. This implies that the system has a generative model of the environment and its components, given that it has to predict future observations to compare them. Therefore, it is possible to embed systemwide policies and analyze them through the FEP framework. Interestingly, the FEP comes with a corollary named active inference, where the system has to perform actions to adapt while minimizing the surprise. This technique has some similarities with reinforcement learning (RL), mainly considering that an agent is learning from its actions in an open and complex setting. However, the main goal of active inference is not to maximize a reward function but to optimize an internal environment model to which the agent has to adapt.

Challenges addressed: The FEP provides an interesting perspective for DCCSs, as it focuses on the expected behavior of a complex system aiming to persist in a dynamic environment. Hence, the FEP
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**FIGURE 7.** Techniques for the metamodel ambition with their relation to MAPE-K and the characteristics of the edge.
can help us understand the needs of a system to adapt to a dynamic environment continuously. Further, if systems behave following the FEP, this allows us to understand and predict future behaviors of other systems that are sharing resources, enabling smoother relationships. In this regard, it can be argued that the FEP is less greedy than other goal-oriented behaviors, as it aims at improving the system behavior with respect to the environment instead of optimizing any other external metric, which may require competition with other components or systems. Simply put, given a fixed network connection capacity, latency optimization of competing applications can lead to unsatisfying results, while a better knowledge of the environment, including other applications and the network capacity, could lead all components to an overall optimum. Nevertheless, it is still to be investigated if such adaptive behaviors will lead to this overall optimum or will lack the capacity to address the application requirements properly. Last but not least, it has been shown by Palacios et al. that the same behavior described by the FEP is followed by systems with different scales, which is a very convenient feature for DCCSs.

Components of MAPE-K: The relation of the FEP and MAPE-K is with the knowledge block. There, the managing system can leverage the FEP to know its most convenient behavior or to help determine the expected behavior of other systems inhabiting the distributed computing continuum. Components of MAPE-K: The relation of the FEP and MAPE-K is with the knowledge block. There, the managing system can leverage the FEP to know its most convenient behavior or to help determine the expected behavior of other systems inhabiting the distributed computing continuum.

Global Workspace Theory (GWT)
The GWT is a cognitive neuroscience theory that proposes that the mind is a computational model where different sources of information come together to create an internal representation of the environment. According to GWT, the mind processes all relevant memories and perceptions in a “global neuronal workspace” and broadcasts conclusions globally to make the system “conscious.” This theory is relevant for understanding self-reference, where an observer can create a learning loop that builds causal models. This approach helps humans to generalize from and modify their perceptions. Recently, the deep learning community has shown interest in this theory as a potential influence on decision making and generalization in AI. Some researchers have suggested that deep learning techniques could represent GWT, creating a “global latent workspace.” Others have proposed using a shared global workspace for coordinating neural network modules in multiagent systems. These approaches typically use the concept of attention as a building block, allowing the system to highlight essential input components dynamically. Focusing on DCCSs, this theory presents a framework to combine inputs from different system components and is capable, through these attention mechanisms, of selecting and summarizing the most valuable information. Hence, it can opt for systemwide decisions by considering componentwise models.

Challenges addressed: As introduced by Morichetta et al., GWT supports the DCCS decision-making phase, creating a higher level representation of a system’s internal components and aggregating and filtering relevant information. It also contributes to dealing with DCCSs’ geographic distribution and heterogeneity. The GWT builds on top of “inductive biases”; i.e., it starts from the assumption of knowing what modules are involved in the system’s decision for the particular goal.

Components of MAPE-K: Finally, GWT would be present in the communicate and analysis blocks in the MAPE-K schema. The role of GWT in communication is to let components coordinate decision making through higher abstraction information. GWT would also help get a global and informed understanding of the environment, providing valuable functionalities for the analysis phase.

Summary—The Metamodel
Two complementary approaches to build a metamodel for DCCSs have been proposed. On the one side, the FEP aims at leveraging the generative models of the system and the environment to optimize the entire system’s interaction with its environment. On the other side, the GWT presents a systematic theory to analyze the different viewpoints of the system components to build the systemwide perspective.

Act, Learn, and Improve
Now that we have the DCCS completed, our ambition is to provide a lifelong learning strategy (Figure 8). Consider that the acting capacities of the system are considered from the beginning, when elasticity strategies are extended to the edge. In brief, it consists of using its (meta-) models to take actions, learn over the outcomes, and improve the models.

Deep RL
Deep RL (DRL) is an ML branch that combines RL with neural networks. Hence, the system or agent learns
through experiences by interacting with the environment. DRL is used in various fields, including natural language processing, vehicular communication, robotics, health care, computer vision, etc. The success of these applications has motivated researchers to choose DRL to address different issues of edge computing and make it intelligent. The significant benefits identified from the DRL are as follows. 1) The DRL does not require any predetermined datasets to train the system, unlike other ML approaches, such as supervised or unsupervised. 2) It provides the best decisions based on the trial-and-error method by considering the exploitation or exploration algorithms with the previous optimal decisions. 3) Unlike RL, DRL does not require additional space to maintain a Q-table, and, thus, it is also not necessary to compute all of the Q-values associated with each state. It uses an experience replay buffer instead of a Q-table.

In the literature, DRL is used to address various challenges of the components of DCCSs, mainly on the edge tier. These include resource management, computational/service offloading, task migration, caching, trajectory control for mobile devices, performance optimization, etc. Further, it can be helpful for developing scalable and elastic libraries for DCCSs from the learnings on the edge tier.

Challenges addressed: DRL is useful to DCCSs due to its capacity to deal with uncertain and complex environments and provides a framework to make decisions on the fly. Nevertheless, some issues from DRL need to be addressed to become feasible. The complexity of the neural network, defining the best reward function, and how to involve multiagent systems are still open challenges. Nevertheless, embracing such technology can bring new strategies to solve these problems.

Components of MAPE-K: Regarding the MAPE-K schema, Figure 2, DRL involves an entire decision loop. Hence, it influences the analysis, plan, and execution blocks.

Distributed Learning

In the context of distributed learning, federated learning (FL) is currently the most significant technique. FL proposes new ways to develop learning methods for large-scale ML, focusing on distributed optimization and privacy-preserving mechanisms. At its core, FL aims at learning a single networkwide model, training it locally; maintaining privacy within certain boundaries guaranteed by the federations; and only exchanging intermediate, periodic, and higher abstract updates with a central server. This approach guarantees the distribution of the algorithm computation and lets systems develop potentially more reliable models, performing a knowledge combination from multiple data sources that would not have been possible otherwise due to law or privacy constraints. However, efficiently achieving this solution in real scenarios is still challenging.

In the context of DCCSs, distributed learning techniques are crucial to improving the models that describe the system and the environment while keeping data on premises to minimize network congestion and to have privacy as a cornerstone for these systems.

Challenges addressed: Distributed learning techniques are needed in DCCSs to deal with their dynamic, complex behavior given the scale, distribution, and decentralization of the system. Otherwise, learning and the improvements to the system that it can bring will not be available.

Components of MAPE-K: Regarding the MAPE-K schema, distributed learning techniques will influence the learning block as well as the communication block, given that these methods usually require specific communication settings between their learning components. Finally, this needs to be embedded in the
knowledge block, given that the obtained learning will update all models in a DCCS.

Summary—Act, Learn, and Improve
We have presented two techniques for this ambition. Distributed learning is complementary to RL, as it has to provide the techniques to enable the other techniques in a distributed and decentralized manner. RL is an approach that integrates the entire act–learn–improve cycle.

Consider Business
Last but not least, this ambition considers the need for DCCSs to be embraced by all concerned stakeholders to make them viable. All previous ambitions have achieved a functional and sustainable system. However, there are aspects that need to be considered to make these systems a reality. Hence, the following techniques (Figure 9) provide three required aspects for all stakeholders.

Elastic Dimensions: Resources, Quality, and Cost
Resources, quality, and cost are three abstractions that allow grouping all cloud computing system requirements. The resources dimension explicitly references the required infrastructure to host an application; in cloud computing, resources are usually seen as homogeneous and unlimited, given their large-scale and virtualization capabilities. In DCCSs, some resources can be scarce or very specific for an application, which needs special consideration and is critical given the characteristics of the infrastructure resources. The quality dimension measures the output given by the application; it is not QoS or quality of experience (QoE) but an abstraction that defines the performance by combining both QoS and QoE. An illustrative example can be the resolution of a streaming video, which can vary to adjust to the current state of the environment. Hence, the tradeoff can be done as follows: instead of adding more resources, the quality—i.e., the resolution of the video—can be lowered to keep the performance in the current situation. Finally, the cost dimension provides a clear business perspective of the system state, allowing the development of tradeoffs with respect to the other variables.

Using these three elastic dimensions to represent DCCSs stems from previous work on cloud computing and elasticity strategies,27,28,88,89 where cloud computing systems are elastically managed using these higher level abstractions. This allows for several benefits, such as a business-oriented perspective on system management or the development of holistic elastic strategies that can consider these three dimensions simultaneously. The research work of Murturi and Dustdar90 considers three-dimensional elasticity strategies for adapting applications deployed on edge resources.

Challenges addressed: Using similar high-level abstractions for the distributed computing continuum can be beneficial, considering the large-scale, heterogeneous, and multitenant/multiproprietary characteristics. Simply put, large-scale and heterogeneous resources demand abstractions that the different components of the system can understand and share. Similarly but at another level, multitenant and multiproprietary characteristics imply that there is a manifold of
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FIGURE 9. Techniques for the consider business ambition with their relation to MAPE-K and the characteristics of the edge.
stakeholders who can leverage a shared understanding by using high-level abstractions of the requirements.

- **Components of MAPE-K**: The usage of these concepts within the presented MAPE-K schema falls on the analyze block, given that these will be in charge of understanding the system state with respect to these high-level requirements. Further, the MAPE-K schema can be applied at different system levels, meaning that it can be used over the entire system or over the smallest autonomic component of the system, being a scale-free concept. From this perspective, the use of high-level abstractions, such as the resources, quality, and cost, aims at being applicable at any scale.

**Explainability**

The omnipresence and complexity reached by ML algorithms, especially neural networks, calls for ways to explore the results and how the model took certain decisions. In this context, explainability plays an important role, mainly through explainable AI (XAI). XAI refers to methods and techniques in applying ML such that human experts can understand the models’ results. The explanation results from inspecting which of the models’ inputs lead to a specific output. XAI methods can belong to various classes. They can be intrinsic in the model, i.e., the model itself is interpretable, or post hoc, i.e., the interpretation methods provide clarification on top of the trained model. XAI can have interpretation methods with different objectives, like feature summary statistics or visualization, showing the model internals or looking for representative points. Furthermore, XAI methods can be model specific or model agnostic and provide local or global interpretations—i.e., if it can explain the entire model behavior or provide an individual prediction. It is essential to build systems and processes where accountability, transparency, and integrity are first-class citizens. In the last years, researchers have been inspecting ways to address this.

In the scenario of the self-adaptive management of DCCSs, explainability, transparency, and accountability can allow understanding how components—or the system itself—make decisions and produce predictions, bringing a higher level knowledge. In addition, this result can have positive implications for better communicating the system behavior, increasing trust, and supporting users to evaluate the decisions, characteristics that are needed when dealing with real-time or critical systems.

- **Challenges addressed**: Explainability is key in dealing with multitenant and multiproprietary systems. It can provide a framework where liability and responsibility can be obtained and tracked, enabling trusted communication between all stakeholders. Further, it can help understand the system’s state by alleviating characteristics such as complexity or intricate interconnections between components.

- **Components of MAPE-K**: In the MAPE-K loop, explainability is part of two components. On the one hand, explainability has to be considered in the communication block as it influences how and what is communicated between DCCS stakeholders. On the other hand, explainability is part of the system’s knowledge, given that it can answer queries that aim to answer why the system acts in a certain way.

**Zero Trust**

Conventional security approaches focus on guarding sensitive resources by applying cryptography or perimeter-based security methods to ensure that only trusted entities can access a secured domain. The perimeter-based security approach via control access points grants or denies access to requestors (i.e., users, devices, software components, etc.) based on credentials or certificate-based authentication. These control points check and verify the authenticity of requestors before they can access any internal digital asset (i.e., resources, services, data, etc.). Once the requestors are verified, they can access internal resources and then are always considered trusted peers since they are within the network perimeter. Consequently, perimeter-based security, known as the impenetrable fortress, largely ignores threats that may derive from trusted peers in the network (i.e., an attacker may have compromised the user credentials or device of the trusted peer). In the context of DCCSs, this involves partially giving access to digital assets; regulating the amount of traffic; and regularly verifying resource access help minimize cyberattack surfaces, detect and prevent the lateral movement of attackers, and increase the trustworthiness within the systems.

Zero trust is an innovative approach that comes into play where an associated set of mechanisms can be applied to secure and increase trustworthiness in the distributed computing continuum. The principles of zero trust emphasize protecting individual digital assets rather than the entire network or domain. Therefore, no implicit trust is assumed, and peers are always considered untrustworthy (i.e., no matter if they are external or internal entities). More specifically, every access to a digital asset is always verified, and the granted access is always as minimal as possible.
Challenges addressed: Zero trust techniques enable the enforcement of security and privacy policies in distributed, heterogeneous, and spontaneous systems, such as the distributed computing continuum.

Components of MAPE-K: Regarding the MAPE-K schema, zero trust concepts will influence the communication and analysis block. Regarding communication, these methods require secure and trusted communication between heterogeneous devices, system components, or stakeholders. Zero trust will require performing analysis on components and user behavior; hence, it will also be there.

Summary—Consider Business
We have provided three techniques to deal with the business-oriented needs of DCCs. The elasticity dimensions provide a common ground for analysis and agreement of the system state when multiple stakeholders are involved. Explainability and auditing capacities over these large and complex systems are also a must-have when different stakeholders are involved; otherwise, accountability would be impossible. Finally, any cyberphysical system requires the strong consideration of security and privacy; due to the characteristics of DCCs, zero trust is the best candidate.

CONCLUSION
Edge intelligence is an emerging computational paradigm that uses ML/AI techniques at the edge. In this article, we first present the distributed computing continuum paradigm as a needed extension of all emerging computational paradigms and current paradigms, such as cloud computing. Enabling edge intelligence and, by extension, the distributed computing continuum paradigm still requires addressing many challenges.

In this work, we have highlighted the characteristics of edge systems that depart from any previous Internet-distributed system. Hence, new perspectives are needed to face these challenges. We have used the autonomic cloud computing paradigm together with the MAPE-K framework as a basis to build DCCs. We have introduced new components that we foresee as fundamental to shaping the managing framework and aligning it with the needs brought by the unique characteristics of DCCs.

Further, we propose several techniques and concepts, some already existing in other fields and others new, to cope with all of the challenges brought by DCCs. Further, we organize the techniques through development ambitions, sketching a road map to enable DCCs. We have provided a short description of each technique and critical references for the interested reader, and we have shared some clues regarding how these techniques and concepts relate to the challenges of the DCCs and their mapping to a MAPE-K schema. Edge intelligence and DCCs will bring a manifold of new opportunities to Internet-distributed systems that will shape our future. Hence, we highlight the main research opportunities to encourage researchers to investigate and develop new solutions to make these new paradigms a reality.
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